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A theoretical anelysis has been made of means of improving the
uncontrolled motions of persmal airplanes. The purpose of this inves-
tigation was to detemine whether such airplanes could be tide to fly
uncontrolled for au indefWte period of thne without getting into
dangerous attitudes and for a reasmable period of time (one to three
minutes) without deviating excessively from their original course.

The results of this analysis tidicated that the uncontrolled
motions of a personal airplane could be made safe as regsrds spiral
tendencies and could be greatly improved as regards maintenance of

.—

course without resort to an autopilat. ‘I!heonly way to make the unccm-
trolled motions completely satisfactory as regards continuous mainte-
nance of course, however, is to use a conventional type of autopilot. —-—

Theoretical analysis indicated that, although most present-day
persmal airplanes possess a slight degree of positive spiral stability,
they can easillyget into dangerous attitudes and deviate excessively
from their original comae in zumontrolled flight because of out-of–
trim moments and tisufficient spiral stability. ~ order to insure even
reasonably satisfactory uncontrolled motions, these out+f-trim moments
must be almost entirely eliminated by trinming the airplane in flight
end by keeping control+ystem friction low or using some mechanical
system to provide positive centering of the controls. Spiral stability
can be increased by increasing tail length end/or increasing the
vertical-tail sxea end dihedral angle simultaneously without adversely
affecting the flying qzal.itiesof the airplane.

INTRODUCTU3N

The problem of making a personal airplane
indefinite period of time tithout gettfng into

fly uncontrolled for en
dangerous attitudes end

—
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for a reasozuilleperiod of time (1 to 3 minutes) without excessive
change in heading has attracted considerable titerest. Permaal ai~
planes, when flown by inexperienced pilots or without the ~ro~er
instruments,my get into &n@rous attitudes during periods of bHnd
flylng. Theymey also wander off course while the pilot is busy with
maps and navigation Troblems or is otherwise occupied so that he does
not concentrate on flying the airplane. An analysis has been made
therefore to determine means of improvhg the uncontrolled motions of
a personal airplane. Althou@ au airplsne may possess sufficient sta-
bility to insure Its return to the original flight attitude following
a disturbance such as a gust, it cannot be expected to return to 5.ts
original heading with resyect to the compass without the ayplicathn
of corrective control. If an autopilot is not used to supply this con-
trol action, the pro%lemthen becanes one of making the airplane safe
in uncontrolled fllght, and reduc3ng the devlatia from course to a
minimum.

SYMNxs ,

All forces and moments are referred to the stability system of
axes which is defined as an orthogonal system having Its origin at the
center of’gravity with the Z-axis in the plane of spmetry and per-
pendicular to the relative wind (positive direction downward), the
X+.xis In the plene of symmetry and perpendicular to the %axis
(positive direction forward), end the Y-axis perpendicular to the plane
of symmet~ (positive direction to right).

s wing area, squire feet

St vertical tail area, sqwe feet

b wing span, feet

2 distance from airplane center of gravity to vertical.+ail
center of pressure, feet

m. mass of airplene, slugs

P air density, slugs per cubic foot

v airspeed, feet per second

()-C w=swe, pounds per square foot +@

—
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angle of sideslip, de~ees except where othemwise noted

yawing angular velocity, radians per second

rolling angular veloci@, radians per second

lift coefficient (Lift/qS)

lateral-force coefficient (Lateral force/qS)

roll-merit coefficient (Rolling moment/@b)

yawin~nent coefficient (Yaw3ngmmuent/@b)

variation of lateral-force coefficient with angle of sideslip
h radians (a~pp)

variation of rollti~ment coefficient with angle of sideslip,
per de~ee except where otherwise noted (~Cz~13)

t coefficient with angle of sideslip,vmiation of ya~
per degree except where otherwise noted (&2#p)

variation of roll.in~oment coefficient with

velocity factor
kc+%.)

yawing-qnguh3.z-

variation of yawing+mment coefficient with yawing-angular-

.(P)velocity factor ~ ~

variation of rolling+ncment coefficient with rolli~gul~

velocity factor @,/g)

variation of yawin&uoment coefficient with”rollin~ar-

~e~oci-& factor (a%/*)

slope of lift curve of vertical tail
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‘x

kz

P

radius of gyration about--X-axis,feet

radius of gyration about Z+xis, feet

relative-density factor (m/pSb)

C!AK!UIATIONS

Two types of calculations were performed in the present investi-
gation: calculations of spiral+tabflity I.m’undariesand calculations
of the motions of several configurations of a @othetical personal
airplane for several disturbances. The characteristics of the basic
airplane, which is fairly representative of present-dsy two-place
personal a&planes, are given in references 1 and 2 md were deterndned
by averaging the characteristics of several yersonsl airplanes. The
various modified configurations include changes in the dihedrsl angle,
vertical-tail ~ea, and tail length for improving the uncontrolled
motions of the conventional”personal+irplane configuration. The
results of the calculations apply directly only to the hypothetical.
personal airplane which had a wing loading of 9.25 pounds per squsre

foot and a span of 32 feet-. The results can be applied fairly well to
specific personel airplanes, however, by dividing the values of time

by 10.5
F

where ~
bS

end b sre the wing loading and spsn of the

specific airplane.

The spirsl-stabilityboundaries were calculated by the method
presented in reference 3 which states that, for level flight, neutral
spiral stability occurs when

The values of the stability derivatives ~r, ~B, and Clr used in

the boundary calculations are given in table I, The derivative C%
B

wae treated as the dependent marlable. The spiral+tability boundaries
were calculated with the assumption that the value of ~B was increased

by increasing the vertical-tail area so that the value of
-%

.

“

●

increased as
%

increased.

w
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The rolling
control and gust

t
motion presented
the calculations

.
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end yawing motions of the airplane folkwing verious
disturbances were calculated by using the equations of
in reference 3. The applied disturbing moments used h
are given in table II and the stability derivatives

used in the motion cficulations are presented in table ‘HI. The lift
coefficient of 0.35 is fairly representative of the lift coefficient of
personal airplanes at cruising speed end the lift coefficient of 1.8
represents the mexhum lift coefficient of the airplsne with flaps down.

RESUiXSANDDISCUSSION

A personel airplene msy get Into a dangerous attitude or deviate
excessively from its original course h uncontrolled flight as @ as
its lateral characteristics me concezmed for two reasons: it may be
out of trim, or it may be spirally unstable. Several factors are
involved In elhinating out-of-trim moments end spiral stability may .
be increased by several means. The present analysis therefore is
divided into two parts for convenience in discussion. The first part
treats the uncontrolled motions of a conventional personal airplane ad
means of improving these motions without changing the geometric con–
figuration of the airplane.

. --
The second pert treats the uncontrolled

motions of verious configurations modified geometrically to improve the
spiral stability.

Conventimal Airplane Configuration

Spiral stability.- An airplane must be spirally stable if it is to
fly uncontrolled without diverging from its original attitude. The
first step In an analysis of means of improving the uncontrolled lateral
motions, therefore, is to detemnine whether present-day personal air-
plaues sre spirally stable. An indication of whether such airplanes
are spirally stable can be obtained from figure 1. This figure shows
calculated spiral-stabilltyboundaries for a hypothetical personal ai~
plsne at verious lift coefficients with ftied controls as functions of
the directional-stabilityparameter ~ and the effective+ihedmal

B
parsmeter -CZ . An airplane for which the point oh the chart would be

$
on the right side of the boundary is spirally stable; whereas one for
which the point would be on the left side of the boundary is spirally
unstable. The crosshatched region indicates the position in which
points for most present-day personal airplsnes would be located on the
chart. The lift coefficient corresponding to the cruising speed was
determined for several personal airplanes from published performance
specifications snd was found to be betwean 0.25 end 0.35. The data

.—
.
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presented in figursJ4ndimte therefore that-gmst presemb-day perscmal
airplanes possess a slight degree of positive .apirslstability for the
cruisin~flimt condition for which good uncontrolled behavior is most
desired.

The si@ificance of a slight degree of positive spira3 stabili~
is illustrated by the calculated motion of the hypothetical persmal
airplane following a disturbance by a rolling-gust. The locatim of
the point representing this airplane relative to the spiral+tability
boundary is shown in figure 2(a) where the conventional personal ai~
plane tith controls fixed is designated cmf’igurathn 1. The motion
of’this airplane following a disturbance by a mild rolling ~st

(pb )
— = 0.01 for 1 second is presented in figure 3 where the variations
2T
of the angles of bank and heading with time are shown. This figure
shows that the gust caused the airplane to bank about 5°end that the
airplane slowly returned toward 0° bank. As a result of this b@, the
airplane turned considerably off its original course. This motion
represents about as poor behavior as could be-expected of present+sy .

personal airplemes since the directional stability of the hypothetical

(
airplane ~B =

)
0.001.15 is higher than that of most persanal airplanes

and the c~ising lift c~efficlent of the hypothetical airplane
.

(CL )= 0.35 is as high as that of SIW present-day persmal airplane.

Most yersonal airplanes, particularly those with relatively high per-
formance, would be expected to return toward go bank more rapidly and
turn less in respmse to the same disturbance thau configuratia 1
since they would probably be more spirally stable than this hypothe-
tical airplane.

The effect on spiral stability of freeing the ailerons is illus-
trated by the calculations for the &pothetical personal airplane with
ailerons free, designated configuration IA. The following assumptions
were made for these calculatiaas: that the value of -CZ

$
was not

affected by the freeing of the ailerons, that-the alrplene had an
NACA 4412 airfoil section with Wise ailerons, and that no friction ~s
present in the ailercm control system to prevent the ailerons from
floating freely. These ailerons have a strong”uyfloating tendency so
that, as the airplane turns with the stick free, the aileron an the
faster+noving wing deflects up and the aileron on the.slower-?novingwing
deflects down. This movement of the ailerons tends to roll the airplane
out of the turn. 1’31effect, this movement of the ailerons causes the
value of. C? to be lower with stick free then with stick fixed and

r
thereby shifts the spiral+tability bound- as shown for configu-
ration IA in figure 2(b). This effect of’freeing the ailercms on the

.

v
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motion resulting from a rollin~st disturhnce is illustrated in
figure 3 which shows that with the ailerons free (configurationIA) the
airplane returns toward 0° bank more rapidly and does not turn so far off
course as with the ailerms fixed. The airfoil section end aileron
belsnce assumed for configuration IA give about as much up-floating ten-
dency as can be expected without resorb to some such device as downwardQ
deflected tabs on the ailerms to provide additional up-floating ten–
dency; therefore, the difference between the motions for configurati~s 1
and IA represents the maxiumm that cen be expected from freeing the
ailerons unless additional up-floating tendency is provided.

The effect of freeing the rudder can be ascertainedfran en analysis
of the equation for neutral spiral stability Cz

(p%=%$&)* Weetig
the rudder changes the values of ~ and “

B %
in approximately the

same ratio so that freeing the rudder has almost no effect on spiral
stability.

. The snalysis has shown that most present+iey personal airplenes.ere
spirally stable with the controls fixed snd will return toward 0° bank
following a disturbance although they wiIl have chenged heading s~

. what, snd that these airplanes are just as spirslllystable or even more
spirally stable with controls free then with controls fixed. It iS
known, however, that in uncontrolled fli@t most personal airplenes tend
to deviate frcm their original attitude end not return. Since this
characteristic, therefore, csmnot ususJJy be attributed to spirsl
instability it mzst result from out+f-trim moments.

Out-of-trim moments.- Almost 833.personal airplanes are out of

trim in roll end yaw to a certain extent because of improper rigging,
change of trim with power, absence of trim tabs, and control~stem
friction which prevents proper centering”of the controls. As pointed
out previously, an airplene has no stability of course. An alrplsne
which is out of trim cannot, therefore, be reasonably expected to fly
uncontrolled for sm appreciable period of time without considerable
change in heading. TMmtabs, or”some other mesns of trimming the ai~
plsne in flight should be considered essentisl, therefore, if the air-
plene is to fly uncontrolled for a reasonable period of time without
excessive chsngs in heading. Control-system fricticm till tend to hold
theccmtrols in the proper position ef’terthe pilot has trimed the air-
pleae with the stick and the rudder pedals hut will cause considerable
trouble that tends to offset this one good characteristic. For exszuple,
friction keeps the controls from centering sfter they are deflected by ‘
a gust or other disturbance. J&iction also obscures the feel of the
controls, a condition which is slwsys objectionable, particularly since
the pilot cennot center the controls without the aid of instruments
under blind-flying conditions.
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The effect of outmf-trim moments on the uncontrolled motions of
the hypothetical personal airplane is shown in figures 4 end 5.
Figure 4 shows the variation of b@ and heading with time when the
ailerons are 1° out of trim and fign?e 5 shows similar motions for the
case of 1° out-of-trim rudder deflection. The calculated-motionspre-
sented in these figures show that, if either the ailercms or rudder are
out-of trim, the airplsne will bank and turn at a fairly rapid rate
with no tendency to return to its original attitude as regards either
beak or heading. This is true either with the ailerans fixed (configu-
ration 1) where the airplsne has slight positive spir.@ stability or
with ailerons free (configurationJA) where the airplane has ccmsiderably
more spiral stability. It is apparent from these calculated motions
that almost-o out+f-trim moments csn be tolerated so that, tn addition
to providing some means o~trimming the airplsme in flight, the effect
of control+ystem friction in holding the controls deflected and
obscuring the feel cf the ccmtrols must le eliminated.

.—

As yointed out in reference 4, the allowable Wnlts for control-
system friction cannot be set at-the present time. ~ibra~on of the
alrpiane may relieve,

.
to a certain extent, the effect of friction in

holding the controls deflected so that the allowable limits for control
friction cannot be determined solely from static considerations of the .

aero@amic end frictional htige moments. Some special flight research
.

work is required to establish an upper limit for the allowable friction
as regards proper centering of the ailerons agd rudder to prevent an
ai~tie from getting into dangerous attitudes.or deviating excessively

.-

from it-sdriginal course in uncontrolled flight.

If keeping the friction forces in the control system low enou@ is
found to be too difficult to be practical fora personal airplane, some
mechanical device might--beemployed thatiould eliminate the effect of
friction without necessitating the elimination of the friction. One
such device, the effect of which is being studied experimentally in
flightitests at the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, is illustrated
schematically in figure 6. This device consists essentially of pre-
loaded springs that provide po6itive centering for the controls, since
atrsny deflection, they provide a restoring force which is greater then
the stati~friction force in the control system. Since these springs
would cause a nonlinear control-force gradient through zero deflectia
which might be annoying to the pilot at times, mesns for engaging end
disengaging the cent@ng.device.at will.@ght_be required. Wcause ._
of the stretch in the control systam, such a device might preferably

. be installed at the ailerons and rudder rather than on the ccmtrol stick
or rudder pedals as Indicated by the sketch. This device could also he
used to trim the airplane if the preload in the springs is greater than

.

the control forces required for trim.
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If out+f-trim moments exe eliminated by trinming the aiqlane in
flight and by eliminating the effect of control+ystem friction in
preventing the controls from centering pro~erly, a conventional per’sonal
airplane should be fairly safe as regards the ability to fly uncontro~ed
for inriefiniteperiods of time without getting into a dsngerous attitude
and should be fairly satisfactory as regards the ability to fly uncon—
trolled for reasmable periods of time without excessive deviations from
its originsl
motions of a
it to o%tati

Several

course. A-considerable improvement in the uncontrolled
personal airplane rosy,however, be obtained by modifying
greater spiral stability.

Modified Airplane Configurations

means are available for modifying a conventional persmel
airpl.sneso as to increase its sp+ral stability. These methods sre
fairly obvious from examination of the relation from reference 3 which
shows that an airplane is spirally stable when

This expression indicates that spiral stabilitycsn be increased by
increasing the velues of +2 and

$ -%
or by reducing the values

of ~ and CZr. The value of -CZ
P $

csn be increased by increasing

the dihedral angle without appreciably affecting the other stabili~
derivatives. The values of %P and + are both functions of the

vertical-tail size end tail length as shown by the following approxi—
mate eqyations:

snd
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where the

without a

and
+%

ad~tieting

cannot be
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prticipl assumption is that the airplsne has about zero ~
$

vertical tail. These two equations indicate that Cn
B

cau be varied either simultaneously or independentlyby

the vertical-tail area and tail length. The value of- Ctr

changed greatly for the controls-fixedcondition by changes
to the geometry of the airplane. As previously mentioned, however,

c%
cen be varied considerably with the ailerons free by adjusting

the aileron floating characteristics.

As pointed out in reference 4, the design conditions for increasing
syiral stability often conflict with other factors lmown to be essential
in the attainment of satisfactory flying qualities. When an airplane
is modified so as to improve its unccmtrolled motions by increasing its
spiral stability, the effect of these changes on its flying qualities
should be considered. The discussim of the effects of modifications
to the conventional yersonal airplsne is presented in two parts: the
effect on flying qualities end the effect on the uncontrolled motions.

Effect of modifications on flying qualitieso- llkperiencehas shown

that increasing the dihedral a@e of an airplsne so as to increase its
spiral stabili~ causes its flying qualities to become less satisfactory
since the rolling velocity in an ailerm roll tends to reverse. With
most personal airplanes, however,some increase in dihedral angle can
be effected without causing the flying qualities to become unsatisfac–
tow. Ecperipnce has also shown that the spiral stability of most
~ersonal airplanes should not be increased by reducing the size of the

(
vertical tail reducing ~

P)
since this change would result in unsat-

isfacto~ flying qualities in the form of excessive sideslip in aileron
rolls. WSis of figure 1 indicates that the spirel stability of a
personal airplene csn be increased by increasing the vertical-tail area
and dihedral sngle simultaneously so as t-omaintain the same ratio
of ~ t-o c!~

P
as that-of the original airplane. This change can.

P
be made tithout sacrificing controllability. The effect of increasing
the tail length end reducing the tail size of a persaml. airplane so
as to increase the demping”in yaw without increasing ~ has not been

$
definitely determined. Flight experience with models has indicated,
however, that increasing the tail length will not have an adverse effect
on controllability.

On the basis of this aualysis several modified configurations of
the &potheticsl conventional personal airplane were chosen for a more
detailed emalysis of flying qualities and uncontrolled motions. These
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configurations are indicated by the sketches of figure 7 and by the
spirel stability charts of figure 8. Configuration 1 represents the
conventional persaal airplane which is used as a basis for comparison.
Configuration 2 represents an airplane with en increase in dihedral
angle of about 6° from configuration 1. Configuration 3 incorporates
en increase in dihedral angle of 10° and en fncrease in vertical-tail
axea of a%out 2.5 times that of configuration 1. Configuration k
represents an airplane having twice the tail length end half the tail
mea of the conventional personal airplane. Configuraticm ~ represents
a combination of the high dihedral of configuratim 2 end the tail length
and tail exea of configuration 4. Configuraticm 6incorporates asinml- ‘“
teneous increase in dihedral engle of 10 and an increase in verticaI.–
tail area of about.2.~ times that of configuration 4.

The effects of these various modifications on controllability eme
shown in figure 9 by the calculated rolling motions resulting from 50°
total aileron deflecticm. Figure 9(a) shows that the controllability
in cruising flight is not greatly affected by my of the modifications
to the conventional personal+irplene configuration. Ff~e 9(b),
however, shows that increasing the dihedral angle (configurations1 to 2
or 4 to 5) has a pronounced adverse effect on the controllability. The
flylng qualities for cmfiguration 2 are unsatisfactory since the roll-
veloci@ reverses. Jhcreasing the demping in yaw (configurations1 to 4
or 2 to 5) or increasing the dihedral angle end vertical-tail erea
simulteneous~ (configurationsI to 3 or 4 to 6) @roves the con–
trollability of the airplane at high lift coefficients.

El?fectof modifications on uncontrolled motions.– The effects of

the various modifications on the uncontrolled motions of the personsl
airpleme me shown b figures 10 to 12. ‘lThesefigures show that all the
modificaticms for increasing the spirsl stability of the airplane
improved its uncontrolled motions. Ih response to a rolling gust
(fig. 10) the ?@.ified configurations returned toward 0° bank more
rapidly end &Ld not turn as far off course as the ori@al airplane
configuration. ~ response to en out+f-trim aileron or rudder
deflection (figs. 11 and 12) the modified configuratims did not benk
as fer or turn off course as fast as the original airplane ccmfi~ticzi.
These data tidicate that if a personal airplene is modified so as to
increase its spiral stability, larger out+f-trim moments can be
tolerated then on the conventional configuration.

lhcreasing the dihedral engle alone (configurations1 to 2 and
4 to 5)is the least effective method of improving the uncontrolled
moticms of a personal airplane since the motions resulting from an out-
of-trim rudder deflection ere about the same with the high dihedral as
with the orlghal dihedral. (See figs. 10 to 12.) Since ticreasing
the dihedral alone also causes the controllability to become less
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satisfactory, this method of increasing the spiral stability does noti--
appear to be very satisfactory. Changing the tail length of personel
airplanes very mch is probably not very practical because of the
greater landin~ear length required when the tail length is increased.
The most-practical method ofiincreasimg the spiral stability of a per-
sonal airplane so as to tmprove its uncontrolled motions appears to be
to increase Its dihedral angle and vertical-tail area simultemeously
(configurationslto 3and4to 6), seas tokeep the ratio of ~P

to c~ alout–the same, and to use as great a tail length as is
B

practical. As pointed out previously, it is also possible to improve
the uncontrolled motions still more for the control-free condition by
increasing the upward-floating tendency of the ailercms provided there
is no friction to prevent
change probably would not

General

the ailerons frcm floating freely. This
affect the controllability of the airplane.

Considerations Regarding

Maintenance of-Course

As pointed out previously, en airplane has no stability of-course
and consequently cannot be expected”to return to its original course
after a disturbance unless a conventional type of autopilotiis used. .
This fact-is illustrated in figures 3 and 10where it is shown thati-
there is a change of heading after a gust disturbance even for very
spbm,lly stable configurations. Continuous maintenance of course can-
not, therefore, be obtained without-an autopilot. Fairly good main-
tenance of course over a reasonably long period of t-he should be
possible, however, without an autopilot if the airplane is spirally stable
and stays in trim. lhom the theorg of randmu motions, the deviatian
from course due to rsndcimgust disturbances would be expected to average
out to no deviatian o~er an infinite period of time. For any ffnite
period of time, however, the deviations from course due to randcm gusts
would tend to add up to no deviation but would not be expected to add
up to exactly zero deviation. Because of this tendency for the devia-
tions caused by randm gusts to cemcel out,
over a reasonably long period of time would
small.

CONCLUSIONS

An snalysis of the uncontrolled motions of
shown that a perscmal airplane can be made safe
dencies and its uncontrolled motions as regsxds

the deviation from course
be expected to be fairly

personal airplanes has
as regards spirsl ten-
maintenance of course

.

●

.

.—
d
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.

can be greatly improved without resort to an autopilot. The only way
to make the uncontrolled motions capletely satisfactory as regards
conttiuous maintenance of course, however, is to use a conventiti type
of autopilot.

Theoretical analysis has indicated that most present+ey persmal
airplsnes possess a slight degree of positive spiral stabilfty but can
easily get into dengerous attitudes and deviate excessively frcm their
original.heading in uncontrolled flight %ecause of out-of-trim moments
end insufficient spiral stability. h order to insure even reascmably
satisfactory uncontrolled motions, these out-of-trim moments must be
eltmhated or at least reduced to very smell magnitudes. some means
of trimming the airplane in flight is necessary, therefore, and the
effect of control-system friction in preventing proper centering of the
controls by the pilot or by the-aerodynamic forces must be almost
entirely eliminated by having very low friction or by having some
mechanical device that will provide positive centering of the controls.
bcreasing the spiral stability will also improve the uncontrolled
motions of personal airplanes. An increase in spiral stability for
personal airplanes cen be oltafnedby increasing tail length and/or
increasing the vertical-tail srea and dihedrel angle simultaneously
without adversely affecting the flying qtiities of the airplane.

Iangley Aeronautical Iiiboratory
National Advisory C!onunitteefor Aeronautics

Iangley Air Force Base, ~a., June 22, 1949

8

.
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o

●001

.002

,003

.004

.005

c+
Normal tail
arm (0.46b)

-0.039

-.092

-.145

-.199

-.252

-.305

Long tail
arm (O.ga)

-O.CY78

-.184

-.290

-.398

-.505

-,610

%r
%

Ailerons Ailerons
ftied free

0.20 0.050 -----

●35 .0% 0.030

.40 ,100 -----

.60 .150 -----

.80 .200 -----
—

TABLE II

CONDITIONS FCR WHICH MOTIONS WIZRIZMKXIMZD

[ be of disturbance % %

II500total afleron deflection 1.80 0.040

I 50° total.aileron deflection ● 35 I .(%0
1° total aileron deflection ● 35 .002

10 rudder deflection .35 0

I Rolling gust I + .m4

%

-o. cn8

-.002

-.00005

.001

0

T
.
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TABLEIII

VALIJISOFSTABILITYDIRIWITIVISUSIKOJliCKMXJMTIONSCl?MOTIONS

[ 1I.I= 3.76,kx = 0.15@b,kz = 0.183%

(a)CL = 0.35.

.

configuration
Derivative

1 6IA 2 3 5

-0.274

-.M7

.064

-.425

-.022

.086

-.lgk

-0.274

-.137

.064

-.425

-.022

.0%

-.1*

‘%P

8%$
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c1
P

c%

%=

c%.

-O.@

-.0s7

.064

-.425

-.022

.086

-.097

-0.274

-.067

.c64

-.425

-.022

.030

-.194

-0.274

-.137

.064

-.425

-.022

.085

-.C97

-0.510

-.180

.172

-.425

-.022

.0%

-.196

-0.510

-.180

.172

-.425

-.022

.0%

-.392

.

.

(b) ~ =1.80.

Configuration
Deriva’tlVe ——

6-3——
-1.044

-.143

.194

-.442

-.q4

.442

-.319

41 2 5

-0.808

-.130

.086

-.442

-.074

.442

-.220

-0.808

-.259

.@%

-.442

-.q4

.442

-.220

——. ..

-Owl

-.130

.086

-.442

-.q4

.442

-.317

-.—..

-o. &x

-.259

.0%

-.442

-.q4

.442

-.317

—-. —
T

-1.044

-.143

.194

-.442

.

u

.442

-.517

——-

W
—

apillradlans.
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Spiral-stability boundaries for a personal airplane with
fixed controls.
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.003
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.001

0

(a) Ailerons fixed.

o .001 .002 .003

Ailerons free.

o ● 001 .002 .003
-C)p

Figure 2.- Splrql staldlity of the ccnwentional personal.airplane,
configurations 1 and lA.
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Time,sec

1
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u

Figure 3.-Motions of the conventional personsl airplsne resulting from

a mild gust distur%snce (gust strength ~ = 0.01 for 1 second) for

the two configurations shown in figure 2. .
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Figure 4.- Motions of the conventional personal airplane resulting
from1° out-of-trimailerondeflectionfor the two configurations
shownin figure2.
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Figure 5.- Motions of the conventional personal airplane resulting
from 1° out-of-trti rudder deflecticrnfor the two co~igurations
shown in figure 2.
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(a) stick centered.

Figure 6.- Schematic

(b) Stick deflected.

diagram of! a device for poai.tively center3ng the controls.
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Configuration1

Configuration4

Configuration2 Configuration3

Configuration5 Configuration6

Figure7.–Sketches of the canmntional persmsl airplane (configuration1)
and the mbdified airpl=es (confi~ations 2 to 6).
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Figure 8.-Spiral stability of the conventional
(configuration1) and the,modifiedairplanes

personal.airplane
(configuratlom 2 to6),
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9.– RoU.ingmotionsresultingfrom~OO total.aileron def’lecticm
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Figure 10.-Motions
p& = 0.01 ‘or ‘-
2V

figures ~ and 8.
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resulting from a mild gust disturbance (gust strength

second) for the six cmfigurations shown in
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Figure 12.–
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Motions
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1° oukf-trim rudder deflection for
shown in fl-~es 7 and 8.
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